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MINUTES 
 
 

JOINT CONFERENCE COMMITTEE 
FOR 

SAN FRANCISCO GENERAL HOSPITAL (SFGH) MEETING 
 

Tuesday, February 12, 2002 
3:45 p.m.  

1001 Potrero, Conference Room  #2A6 
San Francisco, CA  94110 

 
 
 
1) CALL TO ORDER 
 
The meeting of the San Francisco General Hospital Joint Conference Committee was called to order 
by Commissioner John I. Umekubo, M.D., at 3:45 p.m. 
 

Present: Commissioner John I. Umekubo, M.D. 
   
Absent: Commissioner Lee Ann Monfredini 

 
Staff: Cathy Chou, Wahid Choudhury, Yuhum Digdigian, Myra Garcia, 

Mozettia Henley, John Luce, M.D., Beth Maloney, Alison Moed, 
Kathy Murphy, Renee Navarro, M.D., Gene O’Connell, Roland 
Pickens, Gregg Sass, Hiroshi Tokubo, Chris Wachsmuth. 

 
2) APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF JANUARY 15, 2002 
  

Action Taken: The Committee approved the minutes of the January 15, 2002 meeting. 
 
3) HOSPITAL HEALTHCARE UPDATE 
 
Gene Marie O’Connell, Executive Administrator, San Francisco General Hospital Medical 
Center, presented the Hospital Healthcare Update. 
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Program Updates 
 
Closure of the UCSF Renal Center 
Several months ago, it was reported to the JCC-SFGH that the University of California at San 
Francisco (UCSF) had informed San Francisco General Hospital of their plans to close the UCSF 
Renal Center located on-site due to ongoing financial losses over the past years.  UCSF Renal 
Center provides chronic outpatient dialysis to SFGH/CHN patients and is a service that continues to 
be in high demand.   SFGH Administration has been meeting with the UCSF Department of 
Medicine leadership to develop plans for ensuring the provision of outpatient dialysis services to 
SFGH and CHN patients.  This collaborative planning process is critical due to the limited supply of 
available outpatient dialysis placements.  Current plans are as follows: 
 

1.  UCSF Department of Medicine will maintain the currently available acute in-patient dialysis 
unit at SFGH, either on 5C, or possibly moving to 4B. 

 
2.  In surveying the availability of outpatient dialysis resources in the community, UCSF 

Department of Medicine has identified an existing for-profit outpatient dialysis provider that 
is willing to accept and provide services to the current 56 SFGH/CHN chronic outpatient 
dialysis patients.  This provider currently has 12 outpatient dialysis chairs available at its 
nearby Potrero Hill location, which would support the SFGH/CHN population.  In addition, 
the provider has two other locations in San Francisco which SFGH/CHN patients will be 
able to access.  This entity has also indicated its desire to hire the existing UCSF employees 
who work in the UCSF Renal Center at SFGH.  

 
SFGH will continue to update the JCC-SFGH on the provision of outpatient dialysis, as SFGH 
Administration and the UCSF Department of Medicine at San Francisco General Hospital progress 
in their planning and implementation activities. 
 
Mammo Van 
SFGH Radiology, DPH Patient Navigators and UCSF Mammo Van staff have been meeting and 
planning implementation of on-site location of the UCSF Mammo Van at SFGH, in order to 
alleviate the current 126 day back log.  The Van will be located in parking lot A, and is expected to 
begin operations on March 4.  The Van will operate at SFGH Monday - Friday 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 
p.m.  While based at SFGH, the Van will also be providing services to the community-based Health 
Center patients, in addition to providing services to the patients on the SFGH waiting list.  Once the 
SFGH backlog is cleared, the Van will begin making routine visits to the various Health Centers. 
 
An update will be provided to the JCC-SFGH once the van has begun providing services. 
 
SFGHMC Plan to Eliminate or Substantially Reduce Medication-related Errors (SB 1875) 
The 1999-2000 California Legislature enacted SB 1875, partially in response to the November 1999 
Institute of Medicine's (IOM) report, "To Err is Human:  Building a Safer Health System", which 
indicated that sizeable numbers of Americans were harmed each year as a result of medical errors.  
This legislation added Chapter 2.05 to the Health and Safety Code, and requires as a condition of 
licensure that all general acute care hospitals, surgical clinics and special hospitals adopt a formal plan 
to eliminate or substantially reduce medication-related errors.  Guiding principles for development of 
facility specific plans were announced by the Department of Health Services (DHS) in November 
2001, and specified that technology implementation be part of the plan.  The deadline for submission 
to DHS of individual facility plans was January 1, 2002, and the deadline for implementation of the 
plan is January 1, 2005.  SFGHMC submitted its plan to DHS on December 26, 2001.   
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Each step in the medication use process (prescribing, order communication, labeling, compound-
ing, dispensing, distribution, administration, education) was addressed by the SFGHMC plan.  High 
priority and focus were placed on two key strategies for improvement to achieve greater patient 
safety.  These two key strategies are implementation of a computerized physician order entry 
(CPOE) system, and fostering a blame-free culture with respect to medication error reporting.  
CPOE will be implemented by January 2003, and a blame-free culture achieved by January 2005.   
 
Methadone Van Update 
Substance Abuse Services (SAS) is on schedule to initiate the two methadone vans in the late 
Spring 2002.  The methadone mobile vans would be stationed at San Francisco General Hospital 
Medical Center and Laguna Honda Hospital.  The implementation is dependent on the granting of 
licensure from both the State of California and the Federal Drug Administration (FDA), as well as 
the completion of the construction of the vans.  Currently, one van has been constructed and 
delivered.  The remaining van is still under construction. 
 
In anticipation of receiving licensure in April 2002, SAS is proceeding with recruitment of van 
staff so to be able to immediately implement the program when licensure is granted. 
 
SFGH will continue to update the JCC-SFGH as the program progresses. 
 
Project Update 
 
Emergency Resource Map 
SFGH and the SFGH Foundation are collaborating with the Jewitt Foundation to develop an 
emergency resource map and tip sheet for San Franciscans to use in time of disasters or 
other emergency conditions.  The creation, design, printing and distribution of the map are 
made possible by a generous donation of the Jewitt Foundation.  Special attention is being 
paid to the map's design to incorporate ease of use, quick reference tip sheets and clearly 
marked locations of neighborhood police, fire and hospital locations.  The map will also be 
available in English, Spanish and Chinese, as the most common languages in San Francisco.  
SFGH Emergency Response Planner, Ann Stangby, and Dr. Marshall Isaacs, SFFD EMS 
Medical Director, are working with the Foundation as "content experts" for this project.  
Prior to production, the SFGH Foundation will be requesting content feedback from many 
City public safety and emergency health care experts to ensure that the most up-to-date 
information is incorporated into the map.  Plans are under way for introducing the 
Emergency Resource Map at an April 2002 disaster awareness event hosted by the Jewitt 
and SFGH Foundation.  
 
SFGH is once again grateful to Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Jewitt for their incredible support 
generosity to the Trauma Center programs. 
 
Ms. O’Connell said that since the February 5th Health Commission meeting, she and her staff 
have continued to meet with Nuclear Medicine, and realized that the proposal to close Nuclear 
Medicine would not generate as much savings as originally anticipated.  They also realized 
that Nuclear Medicine needed to operate in a more efficient manner.  Staff is developing a 
proposal with reduced costs and increased revenues, and the remainder of the savings will 
have to be identified elsewhere.   
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Ms. O’Connell discussed the impending closure of the UCSF Renal Center.  The center is 
being closed due to on-going financial loses.  SFGH Administration has been meeting with 
UCSF to develop plans for ensuring the provision of outpatient dialysis services to SFGH  
 
patients.  They are considering using a for-profit outpatient dialysis provider.  Ms. O’Connell 
described the SFGHMC Plan to Eliminate or Substantially Reduce Medication-related Errors, 
and offered to have Sharon Kotabe present this plan at a future Joint Conference Committee 
meeting.  Ms. O’Connell acknowledged Chris Wachsmuth and her staff for developing the 
Emergency Resource Map.   
 
Commissioners’ Comments 
 
• Commissioner Umekubo stated that the hospital needs to have Nuclear Medicine in order 

to be a first class facility.  He said that there is a shortage of outpatient dialysis in San 
Francisco, and the demand is only going to continue to grow.  He asked Ms. O’Connell to 
keep the Health Commission informed about the planning and implementation around the 
proposed Renal Center closure.  With regard to the plan to reduce medication errors, 
Commissioner Umekubo asked if the hospital would have the computer system in place 
next year.  Dr. Navarro said that they already have the software, and the system should be 
in place by next year. 

4) PATIENT CARE REPORT 
 
The Patient Care Report will be heard at the March Joint Conference Committee, because Sue 
Currin was out sick. 
 
5) FINANCE REPORT – STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES 
 
Gregg Sass, CHN Chief Financial Officer, presented the Finance Report (Attachment A).  Mr. 
Sass said that the projected net income has increased to $8 million, primarily for three reasons: 
the hospital had been running a much lower patient census, but in January the census increased; 
revenue deductions now include all new payment structures, which are quite favorable; and 
energy costs are significantly below the amounts originally budgeted.   
 
Commissioners’ Comments 
 
• Commissioner Umekubo asked if the SB 855 allocation will change.  Ms. Sass said that 

he is anticipating an increase in this year’s allocation, but nothing is certain until it 
actually happens. 

 
6) CONSIDERATION AND APPROVAL OF THE MEDICAL STAFF BYLAWS  
 
J. Renee Navarro, M.D., Chief of Staff, presented the amendments to the Medical Staff Bylaws. 
Dr. Navarro said that the Medical Staff Bylaws Committee met regularly over the past year to 
review and update the bylaws.  Dr. Navarro said that the Bylaws Committee obtained a copy of 
the evaluation tool used by the California Medical Association and used this to make the needed 
changes to the bylaws.  The JCAHO mock surveyors reviewed the document and did not find any 
serious problems or oversights.  Dr. Navarro said that that recommended changes reflect new 
areas of focus or verbiage by the CMA and suggestions from the mock surveyors.  The most 
significant policy changes for the medical staff has been the change from Quality and Utilization 
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Management to Performance Improvement and Patient Safety.  The bylaws will be considered by 
the Health Commission at the March 5th meeting.   
 
 
 
Commissioners’ Comments 
 
• Commissioner Umekubo noticed that changes have been made to proctoring, and asked if this 

has been a problem in the past.  Dr. Navarro replied that the process has been problematic, but 
has improved.  Commissioner Umekubo asked for clarification about when verbal orders must 
be signed for restraint, and staff responded 24 hours.   

 
Action Taken: The Committee approved the amendments to the Medical Staff Bylaws. 
 

7) PUBLIC COMMENT 
 
None. 
 
8) CLOSED SESSION 
 

A) Public Comments on All Matters Pertaining to the Closed Session 
   
  None. 
 

B) Vote on Whether to Hold a Closed Session  
 
  Action Taken:  The Committee voted to hold a closed session. 
 

The closed session began at 4:25 p.m.  People who attended the closed session 
are the same as those who attended the open session, with the exception of 
Yuhum Digdigian, Gregg Sass and Wahid Choudhury. 

 
C) Closed Session Pursuant to Evidence Code Sections 1157(a) and (b); 1157.7, Health 

and Safety Code Section 1461; and California Constitution, Article I, Section 1 

APPROVAL OF CLOSED SESSION MINUTES OF JANUARY 15, 2002 
 
 Action Taken: The Committee approved the January 15, 2002 closed 

session minutes.  
 

CONSIDERATION OF MEDICAL AUDIT, QUALITY OF CARE, 
QUALITY ASSURANCE  

 
CONSIDERATION OF CREDENTIALING MATTERS 
 
Action Taken: The Committee approved the February credentials report. 
 
MEDICAL STAFF REPORT 
 
JCAHO ACTIVITIES UPDATE 
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D) Reconvene in Open Session  
 

 The Committee reconvened in open session at 5:15 p.m. 
 

1. Possible Report on Action Taken in Closed Session (Government Code Section 
54957.1(a)2 and San Francisco Administrative Code Section 67.12(b)(2).) 

 
2. Vote to Elect Whether to Disclose Any or All Discussions Held in Closed 

Session (San Francisco Administrative Code Section 67.12(b)(2).)   
 

Action Taken: The Committee voted not to disclose discussions held 
in closed session. 

 
9) ADJOURNMENT 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 5:15 p.m. 
 
 
 
 
            

        Michele M. Olson 
Executive Secretary to the Health Commission 
 
 
Attachment  (1) 


